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      IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, BISWANATH CHARIALI 

Misc. Case No. 39 of 2017 

 UNDER SECTION: - 125 Code of Criminal Procedure 

Runjun Das……….                         First Party 

Vs. 

                 Milan Das……….     Opposite Party 

 

  Present: Smt. Neha Saikia, LL.M., A.J.S.  

  

Evidence Recorded on: - 15.05.2019, 25.07.2019 

 Argument Heard On: - 02.09.19  

 Judgment Delivered on: - 20.11.2019 

 

 For the First party: - Ld. Advocate Pranjal Pratim Borah 

           For the Opposite Party: - Ld. Advocate Toufique Ahmed  

 

JUDGMENT  

1. The case of the first party in brief is that the first party, Runjua Das, filed this 

instant petition under section 125 of Code of Criminal Procedure against the 

opposite party Milan Das, claiming Interim Interim maintenance of Rs. 5000/- 

per month until disposal of the case and monthly maintenance of Rs.15,000/- 

per month for herselfafter the end of the trial towards hermaintenance and 

wellbeing. The first party stated that she started residing at the house of the 

opposite party soon after their marriage solemnized in the year 2014 as per 

social rites and customs. After their marriage, the mother of the opposite party 

taunt her and abuse her for simple matters and the opposite party suspect her 

to have illicit relationship with every other man passing by their house and 

also with those who visit their house. He assaulted her to a very greater extent 

and hit her with lathi and chase her to kill her with Dao and stones in his 
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hands. The opposite party assaulted her in drunken state even when she was 

pregnant. Thereafter, the opposite party called the parent of the first party 

and send her with them. She later gave birth to a baby girl at her paternal  

house. After 3 months of the birth of the baby, the first party went to the 

house of the opposite party, but the opposite party remained same, he again 

started repeating his tortures towards the first party. She was again driven out 

by the opposite party and from that day onwards the first party and her baby 

started residing at her paternal house. The opposite party never tried to 

contact her nor tried to bring her back into his life. He even did not pay her 

any money to maintain herself and his child. 

 

2. The first party further stated that the opposite party has monthly income of 

Rs. 33,000/-as he works at Bangalore and has 4bighas of cultivable land. The 

first party admitted that she has no income of her own and hence, she lodged 

this case.  

 

3. The opposite party contested the case of the first party by submitting his 

written statement, contending inter-alias therein that there is no cause of 

action in the case and the petition is not maintainable either in law or in facts. 

The opposite party denied the allegation of any torture to the first party 

neither by him nor by his mother and stated that the first party left to her 

paternal house by her own will. The opposite party denied that he oust her 

from his house along with his child.  Even when she left his house, the 

opposite party went to bring her back but she wilfully denied to return to him. 

He even provided her money for the baby and also to her. The first party 

wanted the opposite party to stay with her at her paternal house, but when 

the opposite party denied to stay with her leaving his old mother, the first 

party lodged false case against him and left him.The opposite party denied to 

earn the amount that is stated by the first party. As such he is not capable of 

paying any maintenance to the first party. According to him, the fact stated by 

the first party is absolutely false and since she wilfully left his house, she is not 

liable to get any maintenance from him. 
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4. In order to establish their respective case, the first party adduced evidence of 

three witnesses while the opposite party also tendered evidence of three 

witnesses. The argument of the parties was heard. But at the time of 

Judgment, the Opposite party remained absent and did not take any steps on 

his behalf for several dates. Hence, this case proceeded ex-parte against him 

and accordingly, Ex-parte Judgment was pronounced against the opposite 

party. 

 

5. The points for determination in this case are as follows:  

(a) Whether the opposite party neglects or refuses to maintain the 

first party who is unable to maintain herself?  

(b) Whether the opposite party has sufficient means to maintain his  

wife/first party and his child?  

(c) Whether the first party is entitled to get maintenance from the  

opposite party as prayed for? If yes, to what extent?  

 

Discussion, Decision & Reasons: 

6. Point No (a):  There is no any dispute as to the maintainability of this case 

as the factum of marriage between the parties is not in dispute and the 

opposite party admitted that the first party is his married wife. Thus, this does 

not require any further discussion. The PW-1, the first party, in her evidence, 

reiterated similar averments that she made in her petition u/s 125 CrPC.  The 

other PW 2, Gunamani Das/mother of the first party and PW 3, Lalit Das/VDP 

secretaryalso corroborated to the facts stated by the first party regarding the 

problems she faced during her stay with the opposite party.  

 

7. Though opposite party admitted their marriage but denied the fact that he 

ever tortured the first party. Going through the evidence of the PWs it is 

irrefutable that they have broadly corroborated each other on the aspect 

pertaining to the indifferent treatment and attitude towards the petitioner by 

the opposite party. PW 1 was cross examined on this aspect in the course of 

which certain suggestions were put to her which were denied by her. In the 

cross-examination of the other two PWs it is found out clearly that the 
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opposite party did not take proper care of the first party and harassed her 

demanding dowry. 

 

8. Sec. 125 CrPC is a social legislation meant to save women from vagrancy and 

destitution. The very object of this social legislation is likely to get frustrated if 

one sets out on a mission of insisting on strict compliance with all technicalities 

and finding loopholes in the evidence on record.  In his evidence being DW 

1/Milan Das stated similar to that of the version that he made in his written 

statement, DW 2, Pranjal Borah stated that he has taken the land of the 

opposite party on lease and it is for 6 years. Ext. A is the Lease agreement. 

But he has not stated anything about the matter related to his wife and child. 

DW 3, Nibaran Mandal stated that the first party never told him about any kind 

of torture done to her by the opposite party. 

 

9. In the case of ShailKumari Devi and Anr -Vrs - KrishanBhagwan Pathak 

@ Kishun B. Pathak, reported in AIR 2008 SC 3006, (2008 CriLJ 

3881), the Hon’ble Apex Court, in para 46, observed as follows: “Again, 

maintenance is a right which accrues to a wife against her husband the minute 

the former gets married to the latter. It is not only a moral obligation but is 

also a legal duty cast upon the husband to maintain his wife. Hence, whenever 

a wife does not stay with her husband and claims maintenance, the only 

question which the Court is called upon to consider is whether she was 

justified to live separately from her husband and still claim maintenance from 

him? If the reply is in the affirmative, she is entitled to claim maintenance.”   

 

10. In the present case at hand, after perusal of the evidence on record, it cannot 

be inferred that the first party left her husband’s home deliberately. The first 

party has to look after herselfand her childas she has no income of her own. 

Without any sufficient cause she would never leave her husband deliberately 

with her child and all the more when she was pregnant. The opposite party 

himself admitted that he married another woman and also has a child from 

her. Keeping the above position of law in mind, when the evidence on record 

is looked into, it is found that the first party has sufficient reason to live 
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separately from her husband and claim maintenance from him as he refuses 

and neglects her to keep her with him. 

 

11. Point No (b). The section 125 of Cr. P.C provided that if the husband or 

father, having sufficient means, refuses or neglects those persons 

specified, unable to maintain themselves, upon proof of such neglect or 

refusal, the Magistrate may order such person to pay monthly maintenance. In 

the above regards, the first party stated that the opposite party is an abled 

bodied man and earns around Rs.18,000/-per month in Bangalore and also 

has cultivable land but she did not submit any documentary evidence to 

support her claim regarding the income of the opposite party.  However in her 

petition, she mentioned that the opposite party earns well and he is capable 

enough to maintain himself and his second wife and as such, she is also 

entitled to get maintenance amount for herself and her child. Though the 

opposite party denied to earn the money as stated by the first party. Even if it 

is presumed that the opposite party does not earn as claimed by the first party 

but being an abled bodied man atleast if he works as a daily wage earner he 

can earn enough at least to maintain himself and his wife and children. By 

appearance also he seems to be a fit and abled bodied man.  After the above 

discussion, it has been settled that the opposite person has sufficient means to 

maintain his wife and there is no dispute in it. An order u/s 125 Cr.P.C. can be 

made only if a person has “sufficient means” to provide maintenance. 

Therefore, the wife is always required to lead some evidence to show that her 

husband has sufficient means to provide maintenance to her. There is no 

dispute about the proposition that the onus to show that the husband has 

sufficient means is on the wife. But the onus to show that the opposite party 

has no sufficient means lies on his part. Besides, what is the exact earning of 

the husband is within the special knowledge of the husband. The wife cannot 

be compelled to prove the income of her husband precisely and beyond 

reasonable doubt.  

 

12. The expression "means" in Section 125 of the Code does not signify only the 

visible income, such as, real property or regular source of income or a definite  
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employment. A person who is able-bodied and who does not suffer from any 

physical or mental incapacity can be considered as a person who has the 

capacity to earn sufficient income because his physical and mental capacity 

provide him the capacity to earn. Therefore, even if a person who has no 

definite source of income or a regular source of income, cannot escape his 

liability to pay maintenance. It cannot be contended, even for a moment, 

that the person who is not earning or who is not sufficiently earning, cannot 

be fastened with the liability for providing maintenance to his wife or 

children. He is liable to pay reasonable maintenance to the wife and child so 

as to see that they can make their both ends meet.  

 

13. Keeping the above position of law in mind, when the evidence on record is 

looked into and in view of the aforesaid discussion, it must be held that the 

opposite party has sufficient means to provide maintenance to his wife. 

 

14. Point No. (c). From the discussions made here-in-above, it has become clear 

that the first party being the wife of the opposite party was ousted from the 

house of the opposite party and she left him for genuine reasons and 

thereafter, she had become fully dependant on her mother as the opposite 

party had not provided her any maintenance and she had also no sufficient 

and independent source of income. Therefore, the first party is entitled to get 

maintenance from the opposite party for herself and her child. 

 

15. While fixing the quantum of maintenance, the court is required to keep in 

mind several aspects. Although the expression "maintenance" occurring in 

Section 125 of the Code has not been statutorily defined, it includes, 

undoubtedly, the expenses for food, clothing, residence, medical, educational 

and other such incidental expenses, relating to the normal pursuits of life. The 

Court is also required to bear in mind the inflation prevalent in the market. To 

overlook the sharp fall in value of rupee while deciding such a point, would, 

obviously entail injustice to the persons entitled to the maintenance under 

Section 125 of the Code. It is not only the earning or the income of the person 

bound to provide maintenance which is to be considered alone, but his 

capacity to earn and his potentiality for earning should also be given due 
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weightage. There are several factors which would influence the mind of the 

Court while fixing the quantum of maintenance under Section 125 of the Code, 

such as: (1) The earnings of the person bound to provide maintenance or his 

capacity to earn. (2) The status and standard of living of the parties. (3) The 

basic needs and requirements for a moderate living, of the person entitled to 

maintenance. (4) The other liabilities on the part of the person bound to 

provide maintenance. (5) Independent source of earnings of the person 

entitled to maintenance and its quantum. (6) Inflationary trends prevalent in 

the market and the value of rupee. (7) The amount of vagrancy and 

destitution suffered by the person entitled to maintenance. (8) Enormous rise 

in the cost of living. 

 

16. The aforesaid points are required to be considered seriously while fixing the 

quantum of maintenance. It is true that the amount of maintenance should 

not be luxurious so as to prompt the wife to remain away from the husband 

nor should it be penurious so as to deprive the wife or children of the basic 

necessities of life. The Court is obliged to address itself to all these important 

aspects while determining the quantum of maintenance. The opposite party 

has his old mother at home. Considering all the above factors including the 

existing financial liabilities of the opposite party and also in view of the 

discussions made hereinabove, I am of the view that the quantum of monthly 

maintenance as ordered here-in-below would be just and proper in the facts 

and circumstances of this case.  

 

17. Hence, the opposite party, Milan Das is directed to pay a total of Rs. 

3500.00 (Rupees Three Thousand Five Hundred only) per month as 

maintenance allowance to the first party and her child.  An amount of 

Rs. 2000/- for the first party,Runjun Das and Rs. 1500/- to the minor 

childfrom the date of passing of this order. 

 

18. Let a free copy of this final order be furnished to the first party forthwith.  
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Given under my hand and seal of this court on the 20th Day of November, 

2019.  

         

         

            Neha Saikia 

        Judicial Magistrate First Class 

        Biswanath Chariali 
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ANNEXURE 

  

 First party witnesses: 

1. PW 1 : Runjun Das 
2. PW 2 : Gunamani Das 
3. PW 3 : Lalit Das 

 
Opposite Party witnesses: 

1. DW 1 :  Milan Das 
2. DW 2 : Pranjal Borah 
3. DW 3 : Nibaran Mandal 

 

  First Party Exhibits : NIL 

  Opposite Party Exhibits:  

   Ext. A  : Lease Agreement 

 

 

 

 

          (Neha Saikia) 
       Judicial Magistrate First Class 
      Biswanath Chariali 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


